Light penetration structures the deep acoustic scattering layers in the global ocean
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The deep scattering layer (DSL) is a ubiquitous acoustic signature found across all oceans and arguably the dominant feature structuring the pelagic open ocean ecosystem. It is formed by mesopelagic fishes and pelagic invertebrates. The DSL animals are an important food source for marine megafauna and contribute to the biological carbon pump through the active flux of organic carbon transported in their daily vertical migrations. They occupy depths from 200 to 1000 m at daytime and migrate to a varying degree into surface waters at nighttime. Their daytime depth, which determines the migration amplitude, varies across the global ocean in concert with water mass properties, in particular the oxygen regime, but the causal underpinning of these correlations has been unclear. We present evidence that the broad variability in the oceanic DSL daytime depth observed during the Malaspina 2010 Circumnavigation Expedition is governed by variation in light penetration. We find that the DSL depth distribution conforms to a common optical depth layer across the global ocean and that a correlation between dissolved oxygen and light penetration provides a parsimonious explanation for the association of shallow DSL distributions with hypoxic waters. In enhancing understanding of this phenomenon, our results should improve the ability to predict and model the dynamics of one of the largest animal biomass components on Earth, with key roles in the oceanic biological carbon pump and food web.

INTRODUCTION

The deep scattering layer (DSL) was first identified during World War II as an acoustically dense layer prevalent across the ocean (1) and is a prominent signature of marine animal biomass (2–4). A key feature of the organisms comprising the DSL is their daily migration between the mesopelagic and the oceanic surface layer. A recent study (3) reports that, on average, ~50% of the mesopelagic backscatter made daily excursions from mesopelagic depths to shallow waters, although with marked differences (20 to 90%) in migrating proportions between different oceanic regions. Globally, this daily migration involves a living biomass likely larger than 5000 million tons (3, 4), the largest animal migration on Earth, with important consequences for the vertical carbon flux (2–4) and oceanic food web interactions (5). The migration amplitude, which is reflected by the DSL daytime depth, is an integral part and key property of these processes. The DSL daytime depth varies broadly across the global ocean, and recent studies (3, 6) have found that the oxygen regime accounted for most of this variation. Hypoxic water columns tend to have much shallower DSL daytime depth (6, 7) than oxygen-replete water columns, and in some areas, avoidance of hypoxia (8, 9) appears to be the cause for the variation in DSL daytime depth and, consequently, migration amplitude. However, observations from the Malaspina Circumnavigation Expedition, which assessed DSL across the global tropical ocean (3, 4), showed that most of the acoustic backscatter (a proxy for biomass) was located deep into the hypoxic and also into the anoxic layer in areas with anoxia, suggesting that avoidance of hypoxia cannot be a general driver for shallow DSL distributions. These acoustic observations were made at 38 kHz and do not encompass all mesopelagic animals but are considered to be geared toward the larger micronektonic components that are acoustically detectable, particularly mesopelagic fish with a gas-filled swim bladder (3, 4).

Since the DSL was first detected, variations in incoming sunlight have been proposed as the proximate driver for the daily vertical migration (10, 11). Current theoretical frameworks explain the daily migration as a behavior to continuously track light intensities that best meet the compromise between the ability to feed and to minimize the risk of being eaten by visual predators (12, 13). The resulting light interval occupied by mesopelagic fishes has been referred to as the light comfort zone (LCZ) (14, 15). In theory, an LCZ, which is conserved across oceans with variable light penetration, implies that the DSL daytime depth should distribute proportionally to the reciprocal light attenuation coefficient for downwelling irradiance (14, 15), that is, in a specific optical depth layer. However, whether a common LCZ can account for the global variation in DSL daytime depth has not been investigated. Previous studies, which have addressed the potential role of light penetration on DSL distribution, have applied surface water–associated proxies for light penetration, such as Secchi depth (16), chlorophyll a concentration (17), and satellite-observed ocean color (6), all of which carry considerable uncertainty in representing light penetration at mesopelagic depths (14, 15, 18). Here, we combine for the first time DSL observations on a global scale (Fig. 1A) with direct underwater irradiance measurements down to depths of 150 to 280 m (depending on water clarity). We test the hypothesis that the daytime depth range occupied by DSL organisms is set by light penetration and conforms to a specific optical depth layer (referred to as the LCZ hypothesis).

RESULTS

The daytime DSL occupied depth layers with large variation in oxygen concentration but with comparable light intensities (Fig. 1). As a consequence, the daytime acoustic backscatter was distributed broadly across both the mesopelagic depth range of 200 to 1000 m (Fig. 2A and fig. S2) and the observed range of dissolved oxygen (0 to 5.6 ml liter−1; Fig. 2B), pointing to no clear constraint of depth or dissolved oxygen on the position of the DSL. In contrast, the acoustic backscatter is restricted to a
narrow range of mesopelagic daytime irradiance compared to the total span in mesopelagic daytime irradiance (Fig. 2C). Along the cruise track, the mesopelagic (200 to 1000 m) irradiance spanned 25 orders of magnitude (Fig. 2C), from 0.8 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹ at 200-m depth at the clearest station to an extrapolated minimum of 10⁻二十五 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹ at 1000-m depth at the darkest station. This extrapolated light intensity is purely theoretical and much lower than, for instance, ambient bioluminescent light. Nevertheless, compared with 10⁻¹五 μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹ at 1000 m at the clearest station, this shows that the total span of 0.033 to 0.064 m⁻¹ in the average light attenuation coefficient (Kₐ between surface and 1000-m depth), which might appear modest, has major effects on the mesopelagic light regime.

The average light intensity at the median depth of the DSL distribution for all stations was around 10⁻⁷ μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹ with a span from 10⁻⁶ to 10⁻⁹ μmol quanta m⁻² s⁻¹ at the 25 and 75% quartile DSL depths, respectively. In line with the predictions of the LCZ hypothesis (14, 15), the weighted mean depth (WMD) of the DSL distribution of the stations increased linearly with the reciprocal of the light attenuation coefficient. This linear relationship was found when the light attenuation coefficient was estimated for the entire water column down to 1000 m (Kₐ; Fig. 3A) by using the empirical light attenuation model depth (table S1), but also when it was estimated from
actual light measurements only, that is, for the water column shallower than the 0.01% light depth ($K_{0.01%}$; Fig. 3B). This strong relationship further confirms the role of light penetration as a driver of the depth distribution of the mesopelagic DSL. We note that the modeled attenuation coefficient, representing the entire water column ($K_0$), accounted for 20% more of the variation in WMD (Fig. 3A) than the one ($K_{0.01%}$) representing the measurements in the upper water column (Fig. 3B).

**DISCUSSION**

**Association between light penetration and oxygen regime**

The lack of association between the mesopelagic backscatter and ambient oxygen concentration (Fig. 2B and fig. S2B) might appear contradictory with previous reports that show the relationship between DSL distribution and oxygen (3, 6–8). However, our results are consistent with these studies because oxygen-rich Indian Ocean and hypoxic eastern Pacific Ocean waters are characterized by a deep and a shallow DSL, respectively (Fig. 2B), with the DSL of the South Atlantic Ocean characterized by an intermediate oxygen regime being located at intermediate depths. Although this confirms a broad association between the DSL daytime depth and the oxygen regime in the global ocean, our observations provide no evidence for a common preference for dissolved oxygen or fluorescence for variation in DSL depth in different waters. Hence, our results suggest that the overall association between DSL and oxygen is due to a negative relationship between light attenuation and dissolved oxygen (table S1 and figs. S3 and S4), involving reduced light penetration in the mesopelagic zone in hypoxic water columns compared to that in oxygen-replete waters. We note that although fluorescence is the most important proxy for the observed light attenuation shallower than 100-m depth, dissolved oxygen becomes increasingly more important than fluorescence for water masses deeper than 100 m (table S2). A pronounced negative correlation between light attenuation and dissolved oxygen has been reported in the past for the mesopelagic layer of deep fjords (19, 20). Furthermore, our results are consistent with previous studies (21, 22) showing that the concentration of colored (or chromophoric) dissolved organic matter (CDOM), which is an important light absorber (21), is closely associated with high oxygen deficiency (given as apparent oxygen utilization) across the ocean. Thus, the mechanism underlying the association between the light attenuation coefficient and dissolved oxygen might involve the release of CDOM as a result of microbial heterotrophic degradation of particulate organic matter, resulting in elevated light attenuation in oxygen-depleted mesopelagic waters (19, 22).

**Implications of the expected expansion of the oceanic oxygen minimum zones**

The oxygen minimum zones of the worlds’ oceans are expected to expand both horizontally and vertically with ocean warming (23) and have been suggested, consequently, to force mesopelagic organisms upward (8, 9). Although our results point at light penetration rather than oxygen as a driver for DSL positioning also in oxygen-depleted water, this expectation remains the same in our study because of the correlation between dissolved oxygen and light attenuation. However, our data suggest that the shallow DSL distributions are not exposed to higher light intensities than the deep DSL distributions and, therefore, should not render the mesopelagic fauna more vulnerable to visual predators (8, 9). On the contrary, the shallow DSL in oxygen-depleted water remains embedded within hypoxic layers, which might reduce the vulnerability to fish predators.

**Ambient light of the DSL in relation to visual thresholds**

The daytime twilight environment at the median DSL depth reported here ($10^{-7}$ μmol quanta m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) is quite low—comparable to that of a moonless, partially cloudy starry night ($10^{-10}$ dimmer than daylight) and about 10,000 times dimmer than the surface light received on a clear sky, full moon night (24). Although accurate assessment of the visual environment requires wavelength resolution (25), which is likely
to be dominated by blue at the DSL, we note that the irradiance at the median DSL depth found here was similar to reported absolute visual thresholds for predator teleost fish (about $10^{-2}$ μmol quanta m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) (26) but 100-fold higher than the visual thresholds for mesopelagic fish [about $10^{-3}$ μmol quanta m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for the lanternfish (25)]. The DSL does not occur as a narrow layer but as a broad (100 to 200 m thick) band (fig. S2) encompassing a range of light levels that may be structured by the diversity of light thresholds of the species conforming the DSL.

**Possible effect of the light regime on carbon export**

The finding that the positioning of the DSL in the water column is structured by water column light penetration provides a major insight into the biogeochemical functioning of the ocean. Highly transparent oceanic waters, such as those that characterize the subtropical oligotrophic gyres comprising 70% of the open ocean, would lead to daytime DSL depths approaching the base of the mesopelagic layer at 1000-m depth (3). Feeding of the DSL animals near the surface of the oligotrophic ocean at night would then lead to a transport of the ingested organic carbon that is subsequently respired and defecated at depth, down to the base of the mesopelagic layer in a matter of a few hours, thereby accelerating the downward flux of carbon. This transport would otherwise require weeks to months to reach such depths, implying much organic carbon remineralization while sinking (27, 28). The finding reported here, that the DSL depth is controlled by water column light penetration, identifies a carbon shunt mechanism that is affected by the light regime. Although it has been reported (3) that the migrating fraction of mesopelagic fauna is smaller for deep than for shallow DSL, this clear-water carbon shunt bypasses the remineralization layer in transit through the upper and mesopelagic ocean to directly inject fresh carbon derived from the ocean surface at the base of the mesopelagic layer. Given the huge mesopelagic biomass (3, 4), this is of consequence, because it should result in high efficiency of carbon sequestration relative to primary production in the clear oligotrophic ocean, as hypothesized recently (4), while also effectively linking primary production in the upper water to the food web in the deep ocean.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

The Malaspina 2010 Circumnavigation Expedition sailed the subtropical and tropical open ocean between December 2010 and July 2011, sampling the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans (Fig. 1A) (29).

**Echosounder**

Acoustic data were recorded continuously during the cruise using a calibrated 38-kHz Simrad EK60 (7° beam width) echosounder. The ping rate was one transmitted pulse per 2 s. The acoustic data were occasionally affected by noise and were filtered and scrutinized, as outlined by Irigoien et al. (4). Data were integrated in 2-m depth bins at a threshold of ~90 dB. We averaged each depth bin at daytime (1 hour after sunrise to 1 hour before sunset) for each day and linked the data to the corresponding conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) cast, which included underwater irradiance measurements at daytime, with a maximum time difference of 24 hours. We have used nautical area scattering coefficients [NASC; $s_A$ (m$^{-2}$ nautical mile$^{-1}$)] as the measurement for the acoustic backscatter. To standardize the data for each CTD station, we divided the NASC of each depth bin by the total NASC at that station and called fraction NASC (%). The weighted mean and median depths and percentiles were calculated from these data. These calculations and Figs. 1 to 3 were carried out in Matlab.

**Light measurements**

An upward facing LI-COR Biospherical PAR (photosynthetically active radiation) (400 to 700 nm) sensor was attached to a Rosette sampling system containing a CTD probe and other sensors. Downwelling irradiance in the visible band was registered around noon for each second meter. Another sensor located at the ship provided simultaneous registrations of air irradiance. The underwater irradiance was measured accurately to a minimal level of 0.03 μmol quanta m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. This intensity corresponded to the daytime irradiance at depths of 150 to 280 m, depending on the actual water clarity at the location.

**Salinity, dissolved oxygen, fluorescence, and turbidity**

Salinity (practical salinity unit), dissolved oxygen (electronic measurements in units of ml liter$^{-1}$), fluorescence (relative units), and turbidity (relative units obtained by a Seapoint Turbidity Meter measuring light scattered by particles) were recorded for each second meter simultaneously with the light measurements.

**Model of the observed light attenuation coefficient**

To calculate the ambient irradiance of acoustic scatter at depths deeper than the available underwater light measurements, we derived an empirical model of the observed light attenuation coefficient. This derivation involved two steps: (i) calculation of the depth-specific light attenuation coefficient ($K_s$), for each second meter, from the underwater light measurements conducted deeper than 60 m and (ii) use of a multiple regression model that related the observed $K_s$ to the simultaneous measurements of salinity, oxygen, fluorescence, and turbidity. The reason for using observed attenuation coefficients below 60 m is twofold. First, at this depth, a large fraction of the downwelling irradiance is diffuse, which makes the light attenuation coefficient less affected by variation in the angular distribution of light. Second, the wavelength distribution of the downwelling irradiance at this depth has narrowed into a band that is more relevant for the mesopelagic than the wavelength composition of upper water irradiance. Hence, although a PAR (400 to 700 nm) sensor was applied, the $K_s$ values reflect a narrower band closer to that of the mesopelagic layer.

At each station, the underwater light measurements $E(z)$ at depth $z$ were divided by the simultaneous air measurement, $E_{surf}$, that is, $f(z) = E(z)/E_{surf}$, where $f(z)$ is the fraction of the light that penetrated down to depth $z$. The depth-specific attenuation coefficients, $K_s$, were estimated as the slope in a linear regression analysis of ln($f$) versus $z$. Seven ln($f$) values, representing a 12-m depth layer, were included in each of these regressions [for example, $K_s$ for 70-m depth was estimated from the ln($f$) values at 64-, 66-, 68-, 70-, 72-, 74-, and 76-m depth]. The estimated $K_s$ values were sensitive to anomalous light measurements, which in some cases could result in, for example, negative $K_s$ values. To minimize the number of erroneous $K_s$ values, we applied only estimates with a squared correlation coefficient higher than 0.99.

According to previous studies, which have shown correlations between nonchlorophyll light absorption or light attenuation on the one hand and salinity and dissolved oxygen on the other (19–22), measurements of dissolved oxygen and salinity were included with fluorescence and turbidity as independent variables in a multiple regression analysis, with $K_s$ as the dependent variable. Measurements of salinity, oxygen, fluorescence, and turbidity were simultaneous with the light measurements (and thereby the $K_s$ values) because they were obtained from the same CTD casts. Light attenuation is known to relate non-linearly with chlorophyll, and before the multiple regression analysis (table S1), the fluorescence value, $F$, was transformed; $F^{0.428}$, according to a previously reported (30) relationship.
Calculation of the ambient light of the acoustic scatter
In cases where mesopelagic acoustic scatter was shallower than the deepest light measurement, we set the ambient light of the acoustic scatter equal to the measured light at same depth. At depths below the deepest light measurement, we approximated the ambient light by using the empirical light attenuation model that is explained above. For example, if the depth of the deepest irradiance measurement at a station was 240 m, the irradiance at 242-m depth was calculated as \( E(242) = E(240) \exp(-K_{\text{proxy}}(240)(242 - 240)) \), where \( K_{\text{proxy}}(240) \) was obtained by insertion of the measured salinity, dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll, and turbidity at 240-m depth in the proxy model (table S1). This procedure was repeated for each second meter throughout the mesopelagic layer down to a depth of 1000 m. At some occasions, the turbidity measurements were unreliable (extremely high values) and only records with turbidity <0.12 were used in the calculation of \( K_{\text{proxy}} \).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/3/5/ea602468/DC1
table S1. Model of the observed light attenuation coefficient.
table S2. Linear regression analyses of the depth-specific light attenuation coefficient versus fluorescence or dissolved oxygen.
fig. S1. The observed depth-specific light attenuation coefficient versus that approximated from the multiple regression model.
fig. S2. DSL distribution along the cruise track.
fig. S3. Association between the depth-specific light attenuation coefficient and the dissolved oxygen concentration.
fig. S4. Observations of fluorescence, dissolved oxygen concentration, and depth-specific light attenuation coefficient.
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